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One of the few people in the mainstream media who is truly a patriot, 

Dan Bongino, was just terminated on Youtube. He was terminated for 

agreeing with the CDC and Fauci on masks. However, the control of 

America is the goal and Big Tech says you may not say anything against 

masks, vaccines, mandates and the criminals that enforce the rules that 

violate the Nuremburg code.  

The former Soviet Union gave us many defectors and they warned us 

that their leaders had infiltrated many of our institutions and were 

perverting their purpose in order to poison the minds of America and 

turn the youth of America against the nation, their community and even 

their parents through evil programs such as Critical Race Theory where 

all Whites are racists and irreversibly evil... 

This plan has been largely confiscated by the Chinese who now own or 

control the media, Hollywood, most of Congress, the Biden crime 

family, the Pentagon, etc. How far away are we from social credit, 

Chinese-style, and genocide against societal undesirables? Not far away, 

at all!  

The following is a brief analysis of what has been learned about the 

pattern America will follow on the path to its demise and final resting 

place. But America isn’t just going to end; it will, and already is, 

morphing into a new entity which will be completely divorced from its 

original founding principles and culture. Fortunately, most of you 

reading these words will not be around to see the final demise and 

takeover. With genocide looming, we should ask, how did it go so 

wrong? 

The Foundations of God, Family, 

Country Are Becoming a Distant Memory 

The number one cause of death is abortion, genocide against the 

helpless, which is responsible for 42% of all deaths last year. 

The three virtues listed in the subtitle is what America used to aspire to 

be. Because of our sinful nature, America never achieved great heights 

with regard to the attainment of our ideals, but at least the ideals were in 



place. These three principles dominated our goals. This is no longer true 

as witchcraft now occupies an equal position to Christianity, just ask the 

Naval Academy and Hillary Clinton. 

Over half of our children grow up in a broken home and our children 

attend schools who no longer teach or aspire to the ideal of American 

excellence. The tables of morality have been so reversed that a child 

from an intact family, with two productive parents, is labeled as 

victimizing others through their "family privilege”. America is no longer 

a nation of rules. It is a nation of power, greed and avarice. Every 

perversion is embraced and those that still aspire to traditional values 

(e.g. Christian, pro-Constitution) are labeled as domestic terrorists in 

such government documents as the 2008 MIAC Report. The Democrats 

are encouraging DHS to develop a set of domestic terror characteristics 

that will encompass Christians, conservatives, Trump supporters, 

Constitutionalists, as well as those who favor American rule over 

International rule. And as of now, at least 100 million Americans are 

classified as domestic terrorists. Christians, conservatives, most Whites 

and anyone who disagrees with the prevailing ruling party is to be dealt 

with. This situation is so close to reviving the Nazi empire that even 

Democrat Tulsi Gabbard has spoken against her own Democrats for 

establishing a police state in modern day America. But, is she even for 

real? Some think that she will form a 3rd party and split the Republican 

vote in 2024, if we even have elections.  

Up is down and down is up. Russian defectors warned us this would be 

coming as the Communist/Muslim Brotherhood influence dominate the 

national agenda and in particular, the Democratic party that has been 

selected to complete the take down of America. America has become a 

rudderless ship of amoral and immoral people cast adrift in a sea of 

depravity and Satanic principles. Big Tech is the primary tool being used 

to propagandize the public. It is so bad that, amazingly, we see Putin 

defending free speech at Davos and the new administration is silent and 

complacent on the loss of free speech in America. Imagine that, the 

Russians are defending the loss of American civil liberties.  

 



Control of the Media 

Where a 1968 Brady Bunch TV episode was the FIRST ever TV show to 

display a husband and wife sleeping in the same bed, today’s displays on 

TV regarding language, sexual behavior and adherence to the rule of law 

are virtually non-existent. We make fun of classic TV shows such 

as Leave It to Beaver, yet, this used to be the Happy Days norm. Instead 

of entertainment that reflected a consensus of moral values being 

displayed in our TV shows, literature and movies, these entities are now 

the trend setters. The smug concept of Hollywood pedophilia is on full 

display as they continue to take America to new depths of depravity and 

I am speaking about Breeder Babies, trafficking and far left attitudes that 

are hypercritical of anything representing God, family and country. A 

nation that follows the values of Hollywood is a lost nation. And now 

that Hollywood is under the firm control of Communist China, you 

know everything you need to know about the entertainment industry.  

The News Media 

For a nation to lose its way and descend into traditional one-world 

globalism that is decidedly Satanic in nature, the flow of information 

must be controlled. And thanks to Bill Clinton, the FCC broadcast 

regulations had to be changed and it was in the mid 1990’s when Bill 

Clinton permitted regulations to be struck down that prevented unlimited 

media ownership by a select few. It used to be illegal to own a 

newspaper and a radio station in the same market, or one TV station and 

one radio station. 

TODAY, SIX MEN CONTROL 95%+ OF THE MAINSTREAM 

MEDIA. And again, anything that represents traditional American 

values is cast in a negative light as the people are bombarded with the 

relentless brainwashing of messages that promote Godless behavior and 

the acceptance of the New World Order agenda and America, for the 

most part, has become “Dumb unto death” as Steve Quayle likes to call 

it. Most of America does not even know that their country is being 

destroyed along with their collective futures. This is not about riding out 

a bad economic cycle while waiting for the good ‘ole days to return. 

This is not about an American downturn, this is about an American 



takedown. In the course of my life, I have witnessed many a dying 

person rally and almost appear to be on the road to recovery, only to 

give in to the deadly onslaught brought about by a failed immune 

system. This is what America encountered in 2016 with the election of 

Donald Trump. For one shining moment, America threw off the 

propaganda shackles and did just enough to get Donald Trump elected 

and then they went back to sleep. And now we have been taken over by 

the Bolshevik communists who are already undoing every fabric of 

American culture. The role of the Independent Media (IM) cannot be 

overstated when it came to getting Trump elected. The IM gave the 

previously ignorant and downtrodden a gathering place as Trump’s the 

America First message was repeated over and over. 

Lapsed Into a Coma 

Trump was elected and then America went back to sleep. The politically 

ignorant just assumed that Donald Trump would ride in on his white 

horse and save the day. Trump faced a hostile Congress that is owned by 

the corporations that are sponsoring the American-job-killing free trade 

agreements and espouse totally open borders no matter what the cost. 

The only way that the Trump agenda could be implemented was to 

change Congress (2016), or have the public intimidate Congress with 

election and voter fraud (2018, 2020 and soon-to-be 2022). 

The coma of America is so complete that we let a person with dementia 

become the President and a literal prostitute become the President-in-

waiting. As I write these words, Biden's handlers have no doubt 

prepared another 40 executive orders which will serve to undermine and 

cancel the existing culture of the United States.  

We have allowed our nation to be bought off by Communist China. The 

evidence is everywhere, but nobody wants to do anything about it. 

Cognitive dissonance and bystander apathy will certainly be the death of 

us all.  

 



The Globalists Are Taking Out the Eyes 

and Ears of the People 

The globalists rightfully blame the Independent Media (IM) for getting 

Trump elected and delaying their takeover of the country. Now the 

social media giants of Facebook, Youtube and Twitter are dismantling 

the IM one broadcaster, one writer, one activist at a time. Trump gave 

the country a chance to become a nation of activists and instead we are a 

nation of slacktivists. With the ongoing take down of the IM (e.g. Alex 

Jones, Steve Quayle, Paul Preston, Sarah Westall, Lisa Haven and 

myself to name a few), the Rip Van Winkles of this country will not be 

able to awaken them from their slumber for the final battle. Within 6 

months, the eyes and ears of the people will likely be all but gone. The 

people will never know what hit them and they certainly will not have a 

centralized rallying point from which to organize against this planned 

and final takeover. Some have asked me why don’t the globalists just 

takeover right now all at once. The main answer to that question is that 

the globalists are not plundering the resources and the labor of the 

people. When the last bit of blood has been squeezed from the last 

turnip, the end will come swiftly. When the final resources are gone and 

the citizen journalists are out of the way, the path to national 

Armageddon will continue at breakneck speed. The population has been 

silenced. As Bill Ayers, Obama’s political benefactor predicted, millions 

will disappear. This is why 100 million Americans are going on lists. 

Nancy Pelosi has even dusted off the NAZI practice of referring to 

political opponents in Congress as the "enemy within". This is what the 

Nazi party did in the German congress to its adversaries and Pelosi is 

following the Hitler script to a tee as is AOC as they speak the language 

of genocide. And now, Hillary is re-emerging and she is preparing to 

ascend to the throne of America, a planned decimation of America. As 

Brandon will soon exit stage left, Hillary is being primed for her final 

task.  

 

 



What Lies Ahead? 

There is no doubt in my mind that the language of genocide that we see 

from the Democratic Party will grow into an actionable plan and will be 

unleashed on 100 million Americans and there is not even a whimper of 

resistance. And when the elections can be stolen so can everything 

else. The world will embrace the new religion of GAIA. A new servant 

class, drawn from the small number of “deplorables” will service the 

new elite who will have morphed into some form of existence which 

will be the result of transhumanism. Satan will firmly be in control of 

the planet. 

Could these be the “final days”, I am not sure, but I would not bet 

against it. 

I spent much of yesterday with my top level, high-ranking military 

source and a few of his colleagues. What I learned kept me up last night. 

Here is a partial summary that will lead into Part Two.  

1. The Joint Chiefs are being bribed and have resigned themselves to 

accept ultimate Chinese occupation of America. 

2. A true Red Dawn to invade America is planned and Chicoms and 

their confederates will cross both borders. 

3. When Russia and the inferior Americans engage, this will set off at 

least 4 other conflicts on the planet that will take advantage of the 

American carnage connected to Ukraine and the Baltic. 

The rest, with more detail will be presented tomorrow, if we are still 

here. 

 


